
Mr Indranil Chakraborty, expert on OSH Panel of ICC, 
attends Plenary Session led by PM Mr Modi

Mr Indranil Chakraborty, General Manager & 
Head of OSH participated in the Annual Plenary 
Session of the Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in 
his capacity of Member of the OSH Expert Panel of 
the ICC.

The Plenary Session of the ICC, widely regarded as 
one of the most influential associations for the 
chemical industries, was chaired by Mr Narendra 
Modi, India’s Prime Minister, who dwelt on various 
aspects including rejuvenation of the chemical 
industries, environmental issues, investments, etc. 
Mr Modi also dwelt on the role to be played by the 
ICC in the coming period. (See summary of points in 
this write up on subsequent slides).

The ICC’s OSH Team comprises a number of OSH 
experts, industry leaders, academicians and 
environmental thought leaders from a cross section 
of industries. They are responsible for developing a 
blueprint for Environment and Safety for the entire 
Industry.
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Mr Indranil Chakraborty 
was appointed to the 
ICC’s Expert OSH Panel 
last year

Scroll to next slides for a 
summary of Mr Modi’s 
presentation at the 
Plenary Session
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o World is fighting corona, India is fighting that too

o Other challenges are also there in India like cyclones, locusts, fire in oil well, flood

o Present challenges are making us more stronger

o COVID 19 crisis is an opportunity for us to make India ATMANIRBHAR or Self 

Reliant

o We have to be self-reliant in all sectors including defence, medical, chemical, 

fertilisers, mineral and metals.

o Coal & Mining sector will be fully reformed and can expect major investments.

o Rural economy has been strengthened – farmers are now more independent to 

sell their products as per Essential Commodities Act.

o Have to ensure that products which we are forced to import from elsewhere can 

now be manufactured in India

o Economy should be out of command and control and let us take it towards wad 

and play

o Bold investments and approach are expected in Indian economy, no 

conservative approach / decision.

A summary of Mr Modi’s presentation at the Plenary Session
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o PEOPLE, PROFIT & PLANET are interlinked

o For example, Usage of LED bulbs in India is saving around 19 thousand crores of 

rupees every year and 4 ton emission of CO2 reduced

o Single use of plastic to be banned in India, let us take an oath and all of us 

should follow it. 

o Use of jute instead to be encouraged

o India is aggressively looking forward for Solar & Renewable Energy movement.

o Strong supply chain management must be established in India. All industries 

should join hands in this journey.

o ICC was involved in our country’s independency . They must take part in making 

India more Self Reliant as we will be celebrating 75 years of independence 

during 2022.

A summary of Mr Modi’s presentation at the Plenary Session


